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“I Saw it on CNN, so it Must
be True ... Wrong!”
CRAIG ETCHESON

he job of a reporter is to write stories that will “sell newspapers”. What kinds of
stories about Cambodia sell? Stories about the Khmer Rouge, certainly. Stories about
Cambodian politicians who are betraying the principles of justice, or who don’t have a
clue what those principles might be, they will sell. Stories about getting away with murder
sell. About getting away with genocide.
But all too often these days, it is some of the reporters who seem to be getting away
with murder -- murdering the story. They are mangling reality, leaving it a bloodied, unrecognizable mess. In some cases, it has been so bad it threatens to become a parody of journalism, like a text version of all those dead bodies that appear on the front pages of the
Phnom Penh penny press. But this isn’t coming from untrained pseudo-reporters working
for hack political broadsheets. No, this is coming from some of the best amongst
Cambodia’s providers of news to the international community.
For example, I woke up last Friday, August 13, 2003, and flipped on Cable News Network
International. There on CNN was a story saying Cambodia had passed a law that would delay
a trial of the senior Khmer Rouge leader, General Mok, for three years. And that was it.
But is that really it? Does that news snippet give CNN’s viewers a good picture of
the reality behind the story? Is this high-quality, objective reporting of the facts, with a
penetrating analysis of the meaning of those facts? I think not.
That story might have said, instead, that Cambodia has decided to forego a hasty,
kangaroo court trial based on an ill-considered application of the 1994 anti-Khmer Rouge
law. It might have argued that Cambodia had wisely decided to take the time and effort
necessary to draft and pass proper laws dealing with genocide and crimes against humanity in an effort to bring a measure of real justice to one of the perpetrators of the killing
fields. It could have pointed out that doing this is part of the process by which Cambodia is
accommodating itself to the desire of the international community for any Khmer Rouge
trials to meet international standards of justice. But that would be too complicated.
Instead, CNN viewers hear “indefinite delay”, with the unstated – and unsubstantiated
– but nonetheless clear implication that Cambodia is unwilling to comply with its obligations
under international law.
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In this way, sloppy reporting reduced to ‘sound bytes’ sends a message that could well
be the opposite of the truth of the matter. It is no wonder that Cambodian Prime Minister
Hun Sen is rumoured to blast television sets with his pistol! Who could blame him?
“Experts Rue Lost Chance to Reconcile KR Past”, blared the headlines on August 4.
“Lost chance to reconcile?” Excuse me? Don’t try to blame this all on some ignorant headline writer – the deeper you look, the worse it gets. “Most analysts see the National
Assembly’s move Tuesday as the latest evidence pointing to the country’s unwillingness to
deal with its brutal past”, the opening graph begins.
“Most analysts”? Let’s unpack this just a little bit. Did the reporter take a poll of
experts? Perhaps commission a survey research firm to sample opinion among experts?
Apparently not. But the reader should not worry – a broad range of recognized experts will
be on the record in this story, right? Well, not exactly. Instead, we get exactly “one diplomatic source” and “one legal analyst” – anonymously, of course – who are miraculously
transformed through some magic of media alchemy into “most analysts”. Shazzam! Would
“most analysts” in this case be two out of three? Somehow, I was under the impression that
there were more than three analysts in the world, and that some of us have names and
occasionally even go on the record.
What about the substance of this story? The substance of this story is that the
Cambodian government decided not to proceed with a trial of General Mok on charges of
violating the 1994 anti-Khmer Rouge law.
The entire purpose of that proposed exercise was to find a way to continue legally
detaining Mok beyond the September 8 deadline for the six-month pre-trial detention limit
so that he can be held until Cambodia is able to adopt laws specifying penalties for the
crime of genocide. They also hope, once a law is written and Mok has been formally
charged, to conduct a proper investigation into the exceedingly complex crime of genocide.
That’s what the government asserts, anyway. And in my humble opinion, there is just as
much evidence to support this view as there is to buttress any contrary view. But there is
no mention of that alternative possible interpretation in this story.
What would have been at issue in a trial of Mok under the 1994 anti-Khmer Rouge law
was one simple, straightforward fact, and nothing more. The only substantive issue in such
a trial, should it have been held, would have been: Was Mok, or was he not, a member of
the Khmer Rouge after the six month grace period of the 1994 law expired in early 1995?
That would have been the only question of fact relevant to a finding of guilt or innocence in
such a case.
But recall that headline: “Lost Chance to Reconcile the KR Past”. So where do you get
this “reconcile the KR past” bit? No such thing would have been in prospect for a trial
of Mok under the 1994 law. A chance to reconcile Mok’s resume is all that might have
been lost here. What happened in this case is that the reporter (and/or the editor)
confounded what might be revealed in a full-scale genocide tribunal with what would have
been revealed in a simple trial on charges of being a member of an illegal organization. This
is very sloppy. It should be embarrassing, except that so rarely do reporters have their
‘bluff’ called on this kind of intellectual laziness.
On August 11, the wires moved a story titled, “Cambodia Nixes U.N. Court Plan”. Well,
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it looks like Hun Sen has done it again, that dirty dog! Or has he? Let’s peel the onion a bit
further here. “Cambodia’s foreign minister rejected a U.N. plan for war crimes trials
Wednesday”, the lead graph begins. Is that right? No, it most certainly is not right.
The United Nations is sending a mission of experts to Cambodia on August 25 to negotiate on international participation in a tribunal for the Khmer Rouge.
They have not even formally presented their ‘plan’ to the government yet, so isn’t it a
tad premature to trumpet the rejection of that plan?
What the UN in fact did was to send the government a very brief outline of some – but
not all – of the elements of the proposed UN plan for a genocide tribunal.
One element of the plan is to have either five or seven judges sit in the trial chamber
of the Khmer Rouge tribunal. One aspect of this one element of the plan is that the U.N.
proposes international judges should predominate in the trial chamber by a numerical majority of one. The Cambodian government didn’t like the sound of that aspect of that element
of the plan, and voiced a public doubt about it.
But again, by that mysterious media alchemy, one aspect of one element of a partial
plan is magically transformed into the entire plan in itself, and thus is it confidently reported that the ‘plan’ has been “rejected”. Yet, it is possible that this aspect of this element of
the plan is in fact negotiable.
The U.N. might be willing to concede that particular point to the Cambodian government. The government might not be firm in their doubts about it. Who knows? The reporter
certainly gives no indication whether he knows if any of this might be the case. And for sure,
his readers won’t find out from that story.
This goes beyond sloppy and begins to verge on the hysterical. The worst part of this
is that it has the potential to seriously damage Cambodia’s relations with the international
community. This is serious. Maybe CNN/Time Warner has become “All OJ, All the Time”, but
that does not mean everyone has to jump on the pulp fiction, tabloid trash bandwagon along
with them.
The Khmer Rouge accountability issue is crucial both to Cambodia and to many other
nations. When citizens in the United States or France, who rely on the media for ‘the truth’,
see stories like this, they read it and think, “There those Cambodians go again, sabotaging
the world’s efforts at justice”. And then they write to their legislators, who in turn put pressure on their foreign ministries, thus needlessly complicating relations. That’s why this kind
of reporting is so scandalous. Or at least so it should be considered.
The journalists who write this stuff are intelligent and, for the most part, responsible.
Indeed, I consider many reporters who cover Cambodia to be personal friends and I have
a great deal of respect for them. So why do they seem, all too often, to put out these kinds
of misleading stories, which can be so harmful to Cambodia?
Do they detest Cambodia or its leaders? Is it the pressure of the deadline? Is this about
craven editors and ignorant headline writers? Is it the tyranny of the medium, which requires
the distillation of vastly complex realities down into tiny soundbites? Does reducing the complexity of reality to sound bytes inevitably distort reality? Does the public demand drama and
villains, which scribblers can deliver only through wilful oversimplification? Has healthy scepticism and critical analysis been trampled down into terminal cynicism, where one must
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always adopt the most negative possible interpretation of government pronouncements?
Is there some kind of ideological bias infecting some of these reporters? At one time or
another, there may be a grain of truth to all of these explanations.
In reviewing my media files while preparing this comment, I was pleasantly surprised
to be reminded that much of the reporting coming out of Cambodia on the Khmer Rouge
issue, in fact, is really pretty good, against all odds. This issue is incredibly complex, the
politics of it are wildly Byzantine, the policy process is utterly opaque, and the stakes are
quite high. And that is precisely why journalists carry such a profound burden of responsibility in covering this story.
The best in the business, after all, never exhibit these flaws in their reporting. Study,
for example, the work of seasoned professionals like Philip Shenon of the New York Times.
They stick to the facts, abjure oversimplification, reject facile generalizations, and avoid the
kinds of distortions I have been decrying here. Reporters in Cambodia who want to maintain the respect of an informed and discriminating public must aspire to these values.
The greatest danger is that few among your reading and viewing publics have the data
necessary to be very discriminating about your reports. After all, as an ‘expert’, I have access
to many sources of information about Cambodia which are not dependent upon the strange filters of the media world. Most people do not have access to these other sources, and rely on
the media to get... what? At times, they are getting a very skewed picture of Cambodia.
Perhaps, my friends, you need to adopt a Hippocratic Oath of Journalism. “First, do
no harm”. I know you. You claim to love this country. Please be more careful, and convince
us that we should believe this. Because we measure the truth of your claims by the care
with which you carry out your duties as reporters.
[Originally published in the Phnom Penh Post, Issue 8/17, August 20 – September 2, 1999.]

